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A Full Service

Logistics and
Transportation
Provider
“With the current growth of our business, securing
enough trucks to keep up with demand was becoming
a big concern. After partnering with AmeriLux Logistics
in 2016, they have provided all the trucks that I need
at a very competitive price. They also simplified the
ordering process for me to free up my time. I couldn’t
imagine it getting any easier.” - Jim G.

“We are intentional about cultivating
creativity and innovation through
optimistic, positive thinking.”

“We’ll transport your goods like we do our own.”
Safely • Efficiently • On Time

“In the period that I have used AmeriLux Logistics
to solve some shipping issues, I have been very impressed
with the dedication and can-do attitude. These valuable
traits are necessary to propel a company forward and set
a standard to succeed in a very competitive industry.
Additionally, I expect to see AmeriLux’s logistic
division flourish in the future.” - Nick H.

P: 920-425-3550 | www.AmeriluxTransportation.com
1212 Enterprise Drive, De Pere, WI 54115

“AmeriLux Logistics is one of the best, if not the best, when it comes to customer service, on-time performance
and professionalism. They are one of the few carriers that actually does what they say they are going to do, and
I have full confidence that when I give them a load that it will be done correctly and professionally.”
- Tammy H.

FOSTERING ‘WIN-WIN’ RELATIONSHIPS
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS, CARRIERS, AND
INTERNAL TEAM
At AmeriLux Logistics, we nurture conversations
around the idea of what success looks like for all
parties. We believe this approach creates long-term,
sustainable relationships. How can we create a
win-win together?

DEDICATED ASSETS
PROVIDING PEACE OF MIND
KNOWING YOUR SHIPMENTS ARE
IN GOOD HANDS
• Nationwide Coverage
• Dedicated Contract Work
• Drop Trailer Options
• Drivers Who Care

LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
CREATING CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
THAT FIT YOUR SPECIFIC SUPPLY
CHAIN REQUIREMENTS
• Network of Carriers
• Dedicated Account Managers
• Truckload Brokerage

LTL PLATFORM
KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE
THROUGHOUT YOUR PRODUCT’S
SHIPPING PROCESS

• Dry Van, Flatbed, Reefer,
Specialized & Intermodal

• 24/7 Customer Service

• Cross-Border Between
U.S. & Canada

• Instant Quotes w/Best Rates

• Warehouse Solutions
• True Business Partner
Our team will listen to your challenges, evaluate
your logistics requirements, and provide a solution
that will work best for you.
We believe a ‘win-win’ environment creates mutually
profitable businesses that result in the synergistic
formula: ‘1+1=3’.

Driven by a ‘can-do’ attitude, our experienced team
understands your shipments are vital to running a
successful business.

“We’ll tra nsport your goods
like we do our own.”

Pickup on time, deliver on time, and get you the
information you need in a proper and timely fashion –
that’s our goal with every shipment!

Safely • Efficiently • On Time

• Transparent Issue Resolution
• Reporting Features for
Business Analysis
• Freight Bill Auditing
• Claims Management
Because communication is our currency, you can
expect transparent, honest, and timely information.
Our goal is to make you and your business
successful. Communication is an important key
component of that commitment.

